EU Declaration of Conformity

Product details

For the following

Product : Monitor
Basic model(s) : LH55UDE
Variant model(s) : UD55E-B, LH55UDEBLBB
Where '*' can be any alphanumeric character.

Year of affixing CE marking : 2015

Declaration & Applicable standards

We hereby declare under our sole responsibility that the electrical product above is in compliance with the essential requirements of the Low Voltage Directive (2006/95/EC) and Electromagnetic Compatibility Directive (2004/108/EC) by application of

EN 61000-3-3:2013
EN 55022: 2010
EN 62311:2008


The Technical documentation is kept at the below Manufacturer’s address.

Manufacturer & Representative

Manufacturer

Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.
129, Samsung-ro, Yountong-gu,
Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do,
Republic of Korea  443-742

2015 07 23
(Place and date of issue)

Chang Seub Eum / Manager
(Name and signature of authorized person)

Representative in the EU

Samsung Electronics Euro QA Lab.
Blackbushe Business Park
Saxony Way, Yateley, Hampshire
GU46 6GG, UK

2015 07 23
(Place and date of issue)

Stephen Colclough / EU Representative
(Name and signature of authorized person)

Note : It is not the address of Samsung Service Centre. For the address or the phone number of Samsung Service Centre, see the warranty card or contact the retailer where you purchased your product.